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The Irish Defence Forces since 1922 2012-02-20 born in the civil war of 1922 23 the army of the republic of ireland occupied a
sensitive place in the national culture for many years in world war ii it faced the challenge of maintaining ireland s integrity as a
neutral post war it found a new role in 1960 providing troops for the united nations intervention in the war torn congo and since
then has supported un missions in the middle east and elsewhere more recently the border with troubled ulster has obliged the
republic to invest in reform and modernisation ireland s freedom to seek examples and equipment worldwide has created an
interesting progression of uniforms illustrated in this study of ireland s forces over 80 years
The EU, Irish Defence Forces and Contemporary Security 2023-01-23 this book aids any researcher policymakers and
military personnel in researching small states and militaries european defence and security policy as well as contemporary and
emerging threats this edited collection gathers academic commentators on irish defence policy military leaders from across the
service components of the irish defence forces and european defence experts to contribute to the first in depth conversation and
analysis on modern irish defence and its application within the european union the aim of this edited book is to ascertain what
capabilities are robust which are lacking what future threats need to be catered for and what action is needed to ensure those
threats will be addressed going forward this book will explore emerging issues and applications of modern and contemporary
threats within the context of ireland europe and western institutions we have invited submissions from scholars commentators
policymakers and military practitioners to evaluate the irish defence forces and to illustrate the complexities facing small nations
in formulating and resourcing defence and national security policy
A History of the Irish Army 1991 the irish army draws its traditions from three sources the 1916 rising the war of
independence and the civil war this book charts the history of the irish army through its evolution from a guerrilla force to the
legally constituted military arm of the irish government up to the present day
Badges and Insignia of the Irish Defence Forces 2019 in the late 1980s the army crisis was dominating headlines in ireland
complaints of poor pay low morale and unsatisfactory conditions for those serving in the defence forces were growing louder
against the background of a government accused of being indifferent and an army hierarchy accused of being incapable from
amidst the turmoil a group of women stepped up to pursue the rights of their men political crisis and a general election followed
but a commission established to examine the defence forces ignored the call for soldiers to acquire their own representative body
this book reveals for the first time the deep seated philosophies tensions and reservations between ireland s military and its
government from the foundation of the state to the present day it explores in detail the events that led to the successful pursuit
of the democratic right of association for members of the armed forces in ireland it articulates the concept of the citizen in
uniform and the special relationship between members of the armed forces and society this is the story of the breaking of ranks
Breaking Ranks 2016-10-06 the first ever compilation of the irish army s orders of battle from its formation in 1923 to 2004
includes several current tables of organization and equipment 140 content pages
Irish Army Orders of Battle 1923-2004 2005 in september 1939 the second world war broke out the fact that ireland
remained neutral in the conflict is well known what is far less well known is that from 1939 onwards ireland prepared to defend
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itself from invasion combining many previously unseen photographs and documents and with a text based on research in defence
forces and official archives this book is an illustrated photographic and documentary history of the military and defensive
preparations made by ireland s defence forces during the second world war what became known officially only as the emergency
The Irish Defence Forces 1940-1949 2011 into action is the story of the irish defence forces role as international
peacekeepers since 1960 while primarily posted to uphold the transition towards peace in overseas conflicts they have at times
inevitably been forced to fight back against often aggressive opposition dan harvey s fascinating and accessible history follows
the major military incidents in the peacekeepers sixty year campaign from niemba the siege at jadotville and elizabethville in the
congo to at tiri in lebanon and durbol in syria these are to name just a few of the military engagements that involved supreme
bravery on behalf of the irish defence forces and at times ended in terrible tragedy dan harvey s detailed account of the military
operations they were involved in reveal the defence forces effective responses to crisis and conflict how they stood firm during
ethnically motivated rioting in gracancia or intervened in the midst of a clash between chadian government forces and rebel
attackers and how the irish nation was halted into mourning in november 1960 by news that nine soldiers of the 33rd irish
battalion had been killed by baluba warriors near niemba in the congo these are the deeds and tragedies that have come to
define ireland s role in international peacekeeping into action reveals the true story of this role and the immense courage that
have underlined its operations from the beginning
EMERGENCY AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY 2019-11 in the spring of 1980 the irish department of defence sanctioned the
establishment of a new unit within the irish defence forces and the irish army ranger wing arw came into being in the decades
that followed its soldiers have been deployed on active service at home and abroad generally without the knowledge of the wider
public the arw is made up of seasoned men from across the island who are selected through tough competition only the best of
the best make it through and are trained in an extraordinary range of specialist skills being one of these elite operators takes
more than simply being a skilled soldier it means believing you are the best shadow warriors tells the story behind the creation of
the arw from its origins in specialist counter terrorism training in the late 1960s and the preparation of small unconventional units
in the 1970s to the formation of the arw itself in 1980 and its subsequent history the first and only authoritative account in the
public domain of this specialist unit authors paul o brien and sergeant wayne fitzgerald have been granted access to the closed
and clandestine world of ireland s special forces who train hard fight harder and face unconventional types of warfare yet prefer
to stay out of the limelight
Into Action 2017-03-13 born in the civil war of 1922 23 the army of the republic of ireland occupied a sensitive place in the
national culture for many years in world war ii 1939 1945 it faced the challenge of maintaining ireland s integrity as neutral post
war it found a new role in 1960 providing troops for the united nations intervention in the war torn congo and since then has
supported un missions in the middle east and elsewhere more recently the border with troubled ulster has obliged the republic to
invest in reform and modernisation ireland s freedom to seek examples and equipment worldwide has created an interesting
progression of uniforms illustrated in this study of ireland s forces over 80 years
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Shadow Warriors 2020-04-03 tracing its history to the foundation of the irish volunteers in 1913 the irish defence forces has
evolved beyond recognition from the force that emerged in tandem with the new state in 1922 plunged immediately into chaos of
a bitter civil war the path to a modern professional defence forces during the 1920s and 1930s was rarely smooth with
progression hampered by internal dissent political manoeuvrings and limited financial investment the difficulties of creating and
maintaining a force capable of defending the neutrality of a small island nation with a geopolitical and strategic importance that
belied its size were brought home during the emergency nonetheless the state s desire to maintain its neutrality as global politics
became increasingly polarised in the post war years allowed new opportunities to develop following ireland s accession to the
united nations in 1955 the defence forces emerged as a core member of the un s peacekeeping efforts concurrently developing
as a vital element of ireland s international relations the defence forces duties in aid of the civil power became ever more vital
with the outbreak of violence in northern ireland in 1969
The Irish Defence Forces since 1922 2004-10-22 published for mushroom model publications petersfield hampshire c2010
The Irish Defence Forces, 1922-2022 2022-08-12 since its establishment in 1930 the irish military college has had a vital
influence on not only the defence forces but on the nation it has formed all of the nation s commissioned officers many of whom
have achieved distinction both within and outside of the defence forces the story of this relatively unknown national institution is
intriguing as it has attempted to fulfill the roles laid down for it in 1923 in training and instructing officers and officer candidates
the task has not been easy as the military college has inevitably been subject to the many changes and fluctuations in the duties
roles and fortunes of the wider defence forces in this book colonel tom hodson a former instructor in the military college and a
graduate of École de guerre paris charts its history he recounts how from its early predecessor the army school of instruction the
military college has repeatedly re invented itself culminating in the requirement for today s modern institution to embrace and
impart instruction based on the needs of the irish defence forces and the procedures of european and nato armies
Turnover in the Irish Defence Forces 1990 during a time of high tension terror and fear the irish defence forces faced the very
real threat of the irish state being plunged into a savagely sectarian civil war the southern state faced a breakdown of law and
order severely challenged by manhunts prison breaks shoot outs kidnappings bank robberies subversive training camps bomb
making factories illegal weapons shipments and border operations soldiering against subversion is the dramatic and previously
untold story of the irish defence forces critical role in defending the southern state against paramilitary forces during the worse
years of the modern troubles retired lieutenant colonel dan harvey describes the major operations via in depth interviews with
irish defence veterans revealing how these brave men and women protected the state on home soil from the kidnapping of
shergar and quinsworth ceo don tidey the manhunt and capture of inla leader dessie the border fox o hare the pandemonium as
the irish army quells a violent prison riot in mountjoy in 1972 to the irish navy s efforts to thwart gun running off the coast of
kerry these first hand accounts reveal the true story of the fight for the nation s democracy
List of Personnel of the Irish Defence Forces Dismissed for Desertion During the Second World War 2000-06-01 this study seeks to
identify the factors that underlie the establishment of representative associations in the irish defence forces the thesis
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establishes the nature and history of military representation it further finds that the irish defence forces were almost totally
unaware of and had no policy on military representation prior to 1988 by 1991 representative associations were legally
established in the irish defence forces the greater part of the thesis analyzes the interactions of the parties involved in this
remarkable evolution that occurred in such a short period of time in addition to the government the military authorities and
defence forces personnel the study finds that the printed media and a pressure group composed of military wives were significant
players in the process the study concludes that a number of intertwined factors led to the establishment of representative
associations in the irish defence forces many of these factors arose from poor manpower management
AFVs in Irish Service Since 1922 2011 this book chronicles the important role of ireland s seabourne military forces in the civil
war and in the emergency and explains the rebirth of the irish naval service in the past two decades ever since the boreal seas
rose sufficiently to form the islands of ireland and britain some 8000 years ago both have been dependant on water transport for
their being their history has been formed by the sea from the days of the later stone age cultures to the present in this century
there have been so many changes to the approach of the irish to the sea that aidan mcivor s book is both timely and necessary
much has been written about the manifold problems of ireland and many books deal with her extraordinary history but this is a
book in a different category based on a great deal of research it is the tale of the maritime country which since the anglo irish
treaty of 1921 has consistently turned her back to the sea unless unusual events have caused a temporary change of heart
The Irish Military College 2016-09-07 it may not be widely known but a large number of irish soldiers deserted their own army
during wwii eire remained neutral and crossed the sea to join the british army once the war was over these men were officially
dismissed the service and their names published in this confidential document the formal title of the document is list of personnel
of the defence forces dismissed for desertion in time of national emergency pursuant to the terms of emergency powers no 362
order 1945 s r o 1945 no 198 or section 13 of the defence forces temporary provisions act 1946 no 7 1946 in it are listed in
alphabetical order some 5 000 or more names with army no last recorded address date of birth declared occupation prior to
enlistment in defence forces and date of dismissal from defence forces in the latter case the date is amost invariably 8 august
1945 this document was circulated to all civil service departments and state run services e g post office health service state
owned bus rail air and shipping companies etc this was obviously intended to bar them from any form of government
employment it is a fascinating document and one which i have never been aware of before it would be interesting with the naval
and military press cd of soldiers died in wwii to see how many of them were kiled or died in the war the number of desertions is
surprisingly large for a small army but it must be an indication of the strength of feeling at the time
Soldiering Against Subversion 2018-08-07 Éire seceded from the united kingdom in 1922 and simultaneously established its own
national army known as the free state army later as the irish defence forces regardless of this historic national step the centuries
long tradition of irishmen joining the british military did not cease rather the custom continued and during the second world war
despite Éire s official neutral stance tens of thousands of irishmen joined the british military within this number there is a unique
sub group of soldiers who took a personally greater risk by enlisting those that deserted from the irish national army
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The Advent of Representative Associations in the Irish Defence Forces 1992 during the course of operations a company
of irish troops was deployed to protect the inhabitants of the village of jadotville not long after deployment the troops found
themselves heavily out numbered and engaged in a pitched battle with native congolese soldiers led by white mercenary officers
in addition to the overwhelming odds the irish also had to contend with being strafed by a jet and had no airpower or anti aircraft
defences to defend themselves appeals for re supply from un forces were to no avail there were a number of attempts by irish
troops in the vicinity to mount a relief operation for their surrounded comrades however a mixture of superior fire physical
obstacles and political machinations within the un led to abject failure but after numerous rescue attempts failed and the irish
had fought to their last rounds of ammunition and were already using bayonets in hand to hand fighting comdt quinlan decided
against the needless bloodshed of his men and surrendered though many of the men fought bravely some going on to be
decorated for valour at later stages they were made to feel inferior within the army to have served at jadotville was something to
have been ashamed of
Retention of Five Year Contract Soldiers in the Irish Defence Forces 2001 this guide is designed to help those conducting
research in all aspects of irish military history commissioned by the military heritage of ireland trust which was established in
2000 to foster knowledge of this heritage it lists the institutions archives public bodies and organizations that specifically hold
relevant information on military heritage relating from the earliest times to the present day also included is a listing of
fortifications battle sites and places in ireland relevant to military events in its broadest sense where possible email website and
telephone details are also included as are museum and archival depositories opening times the guide is completed with an
extensive bibliography listing books and articles that have been published on military history particularly those in the last twenty
years
A History of the Irish Naval Service 1994 since its establishment in 1930 the irish military college has had a vital influence on not
only the defence forces but on the nation it has formed all of the nation s commissioned officers many of whom have achieved
distinction both within and outside of the defence forces the story of this relatively unknown national institution is intriguing as it
has attempted to fulfill the roles laid down for it in 1923 in training and instructing officers and officer candidates the task has not
been easy as the military college has inevitably been subject to the many changes and fluctuations in the duties roles and
fortunes of the wider defence forces in this book colonel tom hodson a former instructor in the military college and a graduate of
École de guerre paris charts its history he recounts how from its early predecessor the army school of instruction the military
college has repeatedly re invented itself culminating in the requirement for today s modern institution to embrace and impart
instruction based on the needs of the irish defence forces and the procedures of european and nato armies
List of Personnel of the Irish Defence Forces Dismissed for Desertion During the Second World War 2011-06 from
general michael collins to lieutenant general dermot earley the irish defence forces have been led by a succession of outstanding
and distanced chiefs of staff their leadership has been vital and decisive from the forces turbulent founding through the
emergency the early pioneering years of united nations peacekeeping missions the difficult and demanding period of the
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northern troubles and through a time of intense reform and re organisation the defence forces headquarters mess in mckee
barracks dublin houses a unique collection of portraits of all the chiefs of staff begun in the 1950s and continued unbroken
through the generosity of the mess members and the state this collection is an exceptional record of this leadership and it
contains many works by the most notable irish portrait painters from the 1950s to the present day this book reproduces the
collection with superb full colour images of the paintings each accompanied by detailed entries on the chief of staff s career and
that of the artist
Heroes Or Traitors 2021-08 now available in paperback in 1961 irish un peacekeepers went into combat in the congolese
province of katanga it was the irish defense forces first experience of active service since 1923 irish diplomat conor cruise o brien
headed the un mission in katanga former chief of staff of the defense forces lt gen sean maceoin was in overall command of un
troops in the congo when irish units suffered casualties and men were taken prisoner as the fighting in katanga continued the
crisis facing taoiseach sean lemass became the most delicate and dangerous chapter in ireland s foreign relations since 1945
based on a first hand account of the fighting by an irish cavalry officer previously unseen un archives and the papers of un
secretary general dag hammarskjold this book covers 18 critical months from july 1960 to december 1961 which almost tore the
un apart and which brought the realities of un membership to ireland this book is an irish diplomatic and military perspective on a
defining moment in the history of the united nations the cold war and modern africa author commandant ret art magennis served
with the irish defence forces from 1940 to 1979 he undertook two tours of duty in congo and was second in command of the 35th
battalion s armoured car group in elisabethville katanga in 1961 subject history military history united nations irish studies
african studies
Siege at Jadotville 2015-01-08 a guide to the substantive and procedural aspects of military law this book covers areas such as
compensation claims pension claims grievance procedures and relationships between members of the defence forces and the
state it also includes international humanitarian law obligations
A Guide to Irish Military Heritage 2004 from one end of the rainbow a story about the life inside the irish defence forces and
beyond is about how the truth can be clouded by what s perceived as reality with the truth everybody is blameless there are no
fall guys no victims no reason no justice just a carefully woven sequence of events with no beginning and no end that will stand
the test of time thirty two years later the truth is confronted with reality the whole panoramic consequences of that takes its toll
on the conscience and raises its head to be exposed in its very raw format this invites the reader to determine the real truth be
the judge and the jury and pass sentence it exposes the real politics of the government how in fact the privileged are protected
at all costs it ascribes the destitute feeling of betrayal that eats into the very vertebrae of the real meaning of military life the
book also gives an insight into daily military life the characters the routine and the effect it has on family life being a soldier is a
vocation that can only be compared to religious life because the feeling is the same when you retire the reality is an old soldier
never dies
College 2016-08-01 a major new study of irish military history from the earliest times to the present day
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Chiefs of Staff 2012 the franco irish connection has been maintained since the 17th century and it is often forgotten that the
initial contacts between the two countries were largely military this book the proceedings of a 2007 conference represents the
latest research on this military connection contents Ã Â Ã Â amon Ã Â Ã Â ciosÃ Â Ã Â in nuim irish soldiers and regiments in the
french service before 1690 pierre joannon irish consul to france the irish in france nathalie genet rouffiac shd the first wave of
irish jacobite exiles pierre louis coudray u angers irish soldiers in angers eoghan Ã Â Ã Â haannrachÃ Â Ã Â in irish soldiers in les
invalides lavinia greacen the life and career of general lally clarke de dromantain u bordeaux jacobite regiments in the american
war of independence georges martinez the irish in the army of the princes hugh gough ucd french military strategy towards
ireland 1792 1815 sylvie kleinman tcd the french career of theobald wolfe tone nicholas dunne lynch u liverpool the irish legion of
napoleon janick julienne paris vii irish involvement in the franco prussian war jerome aan de wiel ucc deuxiÃ Â Ã Â c me bureau
operations in ireland 1900 5 siobhÃ Â Ã Â n pierce nmi irish soldiers in france in wwi david murphy tcd irish people in the french
resistance in wwii
Ireland, the United Nations and the Congo 2017-03-31 irish officers in the british forces 1922 45 looks at the reasons why young
irish people took the king s commission including the family tradition the school influence and the employment motive it explores
their subsequent experiences in the forces and the responses in independent ireland to the continuation of this british military
connection
Military Law in Ireland 1997-01-01 a searing honest and courageous account of professional soldiering in a toxic military culture
senator tom clonan retired army captain during her 31 year career as a soldier in the irish defence forces karina molloy achieved
many firsts first female to get promoted to senior non commissioned officer nco rank first to attempt the army ranger wing
selection course ireland s sas equivalent when it was considered impossible for women and to date karina has the most overseas
service as a female senior nco but despite a pioneering career she faced many setbacks in an institution rife with misogyny from
sexual assault to routine bullying to promotional glass ceilings and yet she persevered from lebanon to eritrea to bosnia a woman
in defence is the often shocking story of a determined soldier who forged her way in a man s world and who continues to fight to
make the army a safer and more equitable place for women what emerges is a damning exposé of a venerable irish institution
which has failed to defend and protect its own
From One End of the Rainbow 2013-08 the second volume of essays on irish military history is a facsimile version of the
original articles from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the articles were first published in the irish sword the journal of the
military history society of ireland the society was founded in 1949 with the aim of promoting the study of irish military history
defined as the history of warfare in ireland and of irishmen in war each contribution to the second volume has been chosen
because it is regarded as authoritative the authors include scholars professional soldiers diplomats and a distinguished
international journalist the study of irish units in the british army is represented by j a maccauley s account of the royal dublin
fusiliers the first world war is the context of terence denman s analysis of the conflicts military and political that underlay the
formation of the 10th irish division patrick maccarthy examines the post war history of the five irish regiments that were selected
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for disbandment in 1922 in the wake of the anglo irish treaty there are articles devoted to ireland and the american civil war and
general p j hally gives an account of the military aspects of the 1916 easter rising in dublin the civil war of 1922 3 is examined
from a pro treaty perspective by michael hopkinson and from the perspective of the treaty s opponents by brian p murphy the
divisions of the period resurface in brian hanley s study of the volunteer reserve of 1933 in relationship to the ira the organisation
and capability of the army during the second world war is considered by donal o carroll eunan o halpin discusses aspects of
military intelligence noel dorr discusses the development of un peacekeeping concepts over the last fifty years from an irish
perspective robert fisk considers the role of the irish in unifil united nations interim force in lebanon between 1978 and 1995 and
david taylor relates his experience with unifil as company commander in 1979 80 and as a battalion commander in 1992
A Military History of Ireland 1997-10-09 this book is the first to draw together the various strands of irish national security
policy and practice in a single chronological study from independence in 1922 right up to the present day dr o halpin analyses the
rapid emergence of a complex external security policy combining anabsolute commitment to military neutrality and independent
defence with close co operation with britain over issues of joint concern such as security and immigration he traces the
development of the army and police force in the new irish state and examines the state s reaction to the enduringrepublican
threat casting fresh light on how far the state was willing to put key constitutional protections into abeyance in its conflict with
the republican movement the book also examines the clandestine intelligence activities of belligerent powers during the second
world war documenting the growth of the state s close wartime security understandings with the allied powers and the evolution
of cold war links with mi5 and the cia it investigates theevolution of post war defence policy and the activities of the defence
forces in relation to the northern ireland crisis as well as in their primary tasks of defending the state from external aggression
and of contributing to un peace keeping operations dr o halpin highlights continuities as wellas innovations in state security policy
as the obligations and opportunities of european union membership grate more and more against the absolutist rhetoric of
neutrality this book is essential reading for anyone wishing to understand the development of the irish state in the
twentiethcentury
Franco-Irish Military Connections, 1590-1945 2009 i woke to the sight of a hospital ceiling for that first blissful second i
forgot that i was paralysed on 31 december 2014 billy hedderman suffered a catastrophic injury to his spinal cord while body
boarding on the sunshine coast paralysing him almost completely from the neck down when asked if he would walk again his
doctor simply said i dunno maybe yet incredibly within just seven months of his injury he was able to beat the odds and run a
10km race in under an hour this is the powerful story of billy s recovery and a fascinating account of his service as an officer in
the elite special forces unit the army ranger wing of the irish army it was from this service that he took the never say die attitude
that helped him prevail against all medical expectations to recover and serve as an infantry officer in the australian army it is a
story of almost unbelievable personal resilience and mental toughness which will amaze and inspire
Irish Officers in the British Forces, 1922-45 2014-03-25 the republic of ireland has won its status as a leading contributor to
international peacekeeping operations which has been its key foreign policy since the 1960s but why is ireland so keen to be
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involved this new book asks and answers this and other key questions about ireland s close involvement with the eu it cannot
simply be for charitable reasons so is it because it is a neutral state or because it is a middle power overall is ireland s
peacekeeping policy based on realism and liberalism the characteristics of peacekeeping operations have changed significantly
especially since the end of the cold war can ireland survive as a traditional peacekeeping contributor or does it have to change its
peacekeeping policy radically and will it be able to maintain its distance from nato and the eu in terms of peacekeeping
operations this title attempts to answer all of these questions drawing on a wide range of resources from literature irish and un
documents to newspapers and interviews
A Woman in Defence 2023-01-26 ireland s second world war frontline troops were the men of the coast watching service from
1939 45 they maintained a continuous watch along the irish shoreline reporting all incidents in the seas and skies to military
intelligence g2 they had a vital influence on the development of ireland s pro allied neutrality and on the defence of ireland
during the emergency as through their reports g2 assessed the direction of the battle of the atlantic off ireland and reported
belligerent threats to the state upwards to the chief of staff of the defence forces to the cabinet and taoiseach and minister for
external affairs eamon de valera using unique irish military sources and newly available british and american material the history
of the coastwatchers and g2 combines to tell the history of the second world war as it happened locally along the coast of ireland
and at national and international levels in dublin london berlin and washington of particular importance the study reveals in the
greatest detail yet available the secret relationship between irish military and diplomats and british admiralty intelligence
showing how coast watching service reports were passed on to the raf and royal navy britain in the hunt for german u boats and
aircraft in the atlantic
Essays from The Irish Sword: An Irish Sister of Mercy in the Crimean War 2006
Almost a Rebellion 1985
Defending Ireland 1999
Unbowed 2019-10-01
Defence Forces Handbook 2014-04-23
Ireland and International Peacekeeping Operations 1960-2000 2008
Guarding Neutral Ireland
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